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Increasingly we will see individual genome sequences become a formal entry in our
medical records, just like allergies and history of previous surgeries….Personalized
medicine is more than DNA. Your individual genome is the original blueprint, or plans,
but the final human body actually reflects a complex system of environmental and
genetic influences, expressed through more than a million different proteins. Advanced
computing and a systems-engineering approach to massive databases will open even
more sophisticated and useful personalized medicine fields, and a new healthcare
revolution will begin.
Bill Frist MD, July 10, 2012
Senate Majority Leader, 2003-20071

We understand that stakeholders in the molecular pathology community continue to
debate whether Medicare should pay for molecular pathology tests under the Clinical
Laboratory Fee Schedule or the Physician Fee Schedule. Medicare pays for clinical
diagnostic laboratory tests through the CLFS and for services that ordinarily require
physician work through the PFS. We…would benefit from additional public comments
on whether these tests are clinical diagnostic laboratory tests…or whether they are
physicians’ services.
Medicare, July 5, 2012
Proposed Physician Fee Schedule Rule, CY20132

Understanding the genomic basis of the disease is the biological revolution of our times.
Scientists are learning how to discover and validate the clinical meaning of genomic data;
pharmaceutical companies are learning how to apply it for a new generation of medicines; the FDA is
grappling with how to insure quality standards in the most rapidly advancing wave of biotechnology
ever.3 Public health agencies, like the Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research (AHRQ), are working
to fold genomic advances into “evidence-based medicine” and the Institute of Medicine holds policy
meetings on genomics almost quarterly.4 Insurers are trying to understand when new molecular
diagnostics tests pass a border assumed to exist between “investigational” and “medically necessary”
services.5
Medicare is trying to figure out how to use five-digit codes to identify genomic tests and how to
assign prices to them. As many readers will know, since the 1990s, the U.S. insurance payment system
has used generic codes for DNA extraction, DNA sequencing, etc. – “stack codes” – to represent all
genetic testing services to insurers.6 As described in a previous white paper in this series, released in
November 2011, the AMA CPT committee published over 100 new genomic codes in October 2011 for
use beginning in January 2012, but Medicare declined to allow use of the codes in 2012. 7 This initial
code set is just the beginning of many advances that will allow genomic tests to be recorded in standard
formats in medical records and in transactions between providers and insurers, because the use of
genomic testing in cancer, pharmacology, and prognostic medicine is rolling forward quickly.
Imminently, other new technologies, such as next-generation sequencing, will need coding and
communications systems as well. Nonetheless, how Medicare sets policy for these 100-odd first
genomic codes will be precedential and is being watched closely.
Medicare’s inability to use these CPT codes during 2012 stemmed in large part from its inability
to set prices for the codes, prices to govern payments made by its regional contractors for services to
Medicare patients. Although the codes represented tests already conveyed to Medicare and other
insurers by the “stacked codes” – which were all priced and paid on the Clinical Laboratory Fee Schedule
– one set of stakeholders proposed shifting the tests to an entirely different pricing basis and policy
system, the Physician Fee Schedule. The genetic codes arrived at Medicare in mid-2011 with valuations
set by a committee of physician specialists of the RUC, the AMA/Specialty Society Relative Value Scale
Update Committee.8 The RUC acts “as an expert panel in developing relative value recommendations
to CMS,”9 recommendations that CMS nearly always accepts.10 But in the case of genetic tests, CMS
declined to accept the recommendations in November 2011, although it remained silent about its
reasons until July 2012.11 This white paper discusses CMS’s current policymaking and describes the
likely outcomes for the 2012 policymaking process.

1. The Evolution of Medicare’s Distinctions between Clinical Laboratory Tests and Physician
Pathology Services
The Medicare program was born in the mid-1960s after several years of acute disputes over
how a healthcare insurance program for the elderly could be conceived in legislation. Because of
opposition of the then-powerful American Medical Association,12 early versions of 1960s health reform
paid for hospital services only, although some versions included services of radiologists and pathologists
directly amongst the “services of hospitals.” The final version of Medicare parted the sea and placed to
one side legislation for hospital services – Medicare Part A – and to the other, legislation for physician’s
services – Medicare Part B. Necessarily, the Medicare Act commented that Part A services can be paid
only by Part A, and Part B services only by Part B. Part B was defined as physician services for the care
of individual patients. This distinction was also crucial because at the beginning of Medicare hospitals
were paid on the basis of “reasonable costs” and physicians on the contrasting and separately regulated
basis of “reasonable charges.”13 These were completely different approaches to setting the
government’s payments. By 1970, it was already clear there would be runaway growth in total
expenses of the Medicare program in relation to forecast expenditures. Every few years, new efforts to
constrict Medicare spending in one way or another occurred.
By the late 1970s, Medicare had undergone several spasms of amendments directly aimed at
curbing the substantial rise of physician incomes. As Part B charges were constricted, pathologists and
radiologists in some hospitals sought more and more of their income under the rubric of “hospital costs”
by claiming salaries that could literally double year to year, according to contemporary OIG reports. In
part, this was possible because of the very rudimentary definition of Part A and Part B services in the
original 1965 legislation. More clarity was needed. In any case, these rapidly escalating salaries
remained payable because they were passed through to CMS under the heading of “hospital costs.”14
That is, the salaries of hospital-staff pathologists rose rapidly and the bill was reflexively paid by
Medicare.
In 1980, CMS suddenly responded with a program notice appearing in the Federal Register that
entirely banned pathologist fees for clinical laboratory tests.15 The College of American Pathologists
won an injunction against this policy announcement in federal court, asserting that the Medicare agency
had no statutory authority to define what was and what was not a physician service.16 Soon thereafter,
in the spring of 1982, Congress gave CMS the specific authority to define what it would and would not
allow as “services of a physician” including pathologists.17 (This is remembered by pathologists over age
60 as “TEFRA 108” and created new language at SSA §1887.).
CMS rapidly responded to the new authority Congress had given it by issuing two regulations,
finalized by early in 1983. One regulation allowed CMS to formally define what in general it would view
as “services of a physician.”18 The second regulation was more specialized and allowed CMS to
stringently define what it considered in Part B as “services of a pathologist.”19 There is no similar
regulation for any other specialty (no regulation for the detailed medical types services payable to a
surgeon, to an internist, to an endocrinologist.) Although these regulations have been moved to new
locations in the Code of Federal Regulations and slightly amended in the intervening three decades from

1982 to 2012, they remain the controlling definition of what is a payable laboratory diagnostic test on
the physician fee schedule.20 Like the 1980 policy announcement, these 1983 regulations were also
challenged in court and upheld, because, as the court noted, CMS clearly had the Congressional
authority to define a physician’s services and had done so through public rulemaking.21
The framework created after TEFRA lists the following “conditions for fee schedule payment for
physician services” (42 CFR 415.102(a)(1-3)):




The services are personally furnished for an individual beneficiary by a physician.
The services contribute directly to the diagnosis or treatment of an individual beneficiary.
The services “ordinarily require performance” by a physician.

This third bullet point is the standard that Medicare has cited both in its announcement of the oneday summer CLFS meeting in July 2012,22 and in its proposed rulemaking for CY 2013. 23 CMS clarified
the meaning of these regulations both when it originally promulgated them, when it responded to
public comment on them, and when it defended them in federal appeals court, leaving behind an
extensive public record. For example, CMS stated that the services in question must “ordinarily
require” performance by a physician. CMS noted in the context of a lawsuit that the counter-party
(College of American Pathologists) had admitted that “virtually all clinical laboratory tests are performed
by non-physicians” and that “if a pathologist began to personally operate [equipment] or sign each test
result, the Congressional intent would be subverted that services paid under Part B are truly medical
ones….Appellants protest this requirement strenuously, relying on the tautology that if a physician ever
does it, it must be a professional medical service.”24 CMS gave the example that at present, obstetric
delivery services can be seen to “ordinarily” require a physician, but if they came to be routinely and
usually performed by nurse-midwives more than one-half of the time, they may cease to be required
physician services.25
Concurrent with the implementation of TEFRA in regulations, Medicare created a second regulation
specific to pathologists. To avoid pedantry, we will work with the current regulation (at 42 CFR
415.130) rather than the original regulation to which there have been several minor revisions.26 CMS
states in its court case that “Performing clinical laboratory tests, factually reporting laboratory
observations, furnishing information concerning the nature of tests, and supervising laboratory
procedures are usually done by non-physicians…It is well-settled that these activities do not constitute
the practice of medicine. CAP’s own accreditation program, which is designed ‘to ensure quality
pathology services,’ provides that clinical laboratories properly may be directed by non-physicians…It is
only when laboratory personnel give opinions on the diagnosis or treatment of a patient that medicine is
practiced.”27 These provide context for the regulation itself, which states:
42 CFR 415.130 Physician pathology services. The carrier pays for pathology
services furnished by a physician to an individual beneficiary on a fee schedule basis
only if the services meet the conditions for payment in § 415.102(a)* and are one of the
following services:

(1) Surgical pathology services.
(2) Specific cytopathology, hematology, and blood banking services that have been
identified to require performance by a physician and are listed in program operating
instructions.
(3) Clinical consultation services that meet the requirements in paragraph (c) of this
section.
(4) Clinical laboratory interpretative services that meet the requirements of
paragraphs (C)(1), (c)(3), and (c)(4) of this section and that are specifically listed in
program operating instructions.
* 415.102(a) requires the services be ordinarily performed by a physician and directly contribute to
the diagnosis of an individual patient, echoing and slightly amplifying statutory text at §1887 .

We will walk through the structure of this four-part regulation section by section. First, genetic tests
cannot to be seen as falling under option (1), “surgical pathology services.” Nor are genetic tests
passable under option (2), enumerated services that “require performance by a physician.” Even if
genetic tests were defined as a type of “cytopathology, hematology [or] blood banking service” (option
2), genetic tests do not require the performance of a physician. That is, there is no question that under
CLIA guidances, New York State guidelines, guidance of the American College of Human Genetics or CAP,
a genetics laboratory can be run by an appropriately trained PhD – a physician is not required. The
original 1982 rulemaking that generated these terms made crystal clear that CMS applied a “general
standard” of “ordinarily requiring” a physician to most payable physician services (42 CFR 415.102),
while simultaneously, CMS deliberately applied a stricter standard “requiring a physician” to laboratory
tests (42 CFR 415.130). 1
This dispenses with options (1) and (2) as mechanisms to classify genetic tests as complete physician
services in the form of diagnostic tests. (Physician services in the form of “diagnostic tests” have
technical and professional components, as does an MRI test or an immunohistochemistry test, both
priced by RVUs. This partition of the payment and service into two parts allows some contexts where
only the interpretation fee is paid, such as hospital inpatients.) What about Options 3 and 4?
Options (3) and (4) are not “whole tests” but only the physician’s time for consultations and
interpretations. Option (3) is a consultation between the pathologist and the treating physician,
requested by the latter, on an abnormal and completed clinical chemistry result (CPT codes 80500-502,
valued $20 to $65.) Option (4) is a physician interpretation of a clinical chemistry test. This fourth and
1

A common example would be the difference between routine screening of Pap smears, which requires a
cytotechnologist, and the diagnosis of a malignant Pap smear, which is referred to a physician. A pathologist could
screen routine Pap smears, but this work would be recognized at the rate of a cytotechnologist since the work is
not “ordinarily” done by a physician. But, the concept of cervical cytology literally “requiring a physician” is
embedded in the language of CPT code 88141, thus reflecting the regulatory language at 415.130.

final payment category is exemplified by the physician interpretation code that comes at the end of the
current molecular “stack codes,” code 83912, physician interpretation of genetic test, $20, paid for a
test conducted with the molecular chemistry codes, 93890-909. 28 The “program operating instructions”
that the reader of category (4) is asked to look for is found in the Benefit Policy Manual, Physician
Services, Section 60.E, which enumerates a special handful of tests that are priced on the CLFS but have
small additional physician interpretation fees priced on the PFS.
So what happened after this regulation 415.130 was promulgated? CMS quickly found itself in a
lawsuit. In its briefs to the court in 1983, the College of American Pathologists argued that the above
regulation, if implemented as written, would ban pathologist fees for nearly all medical laboratory tests.
This became the one point in a tall stack of court documents where CMS agreed with CAP: CMS
concurred in its response to the court that that was exactly the intention and effect of the regulations it
had drafted. The Federal Appeals Court found that the intention of TEFRA, in the legislative record (and
likely considering documentation such as the then-recent 1980 OIG report), was to allow CMS to define
and restrict payments to pathologists. The regulations were designed by CMS policy staff to be selfimplementing, by using clear terms that could easily be interpreted by future CMS staff and by its
contractors. Stung by the protracted series of lawsuits, CMS had successfully retaliated by creating
binding public regulations that defined, with little ambiguity, what it would allow as services of a
pathologist.29

2. Medicare throws down the gauntlet: Laboratory Rulemaking July 2012
Medicare law divides laboratory pricing into two quite distinct processes. For tests on the
clinical laboratory fee schedule, law and regulations require CMS to announce the new CPT codes in
June; hold a public meeting in July to take comment on pricing for the codes; and announce draft pricing
decisions in September.30 Final pricing decisions are announced in November to be effective in the
upcoming calendar year. In contrast, the services of a physician are calculated in Relative Value Units
which meld physician time with practice expenses, staff time, and an allowance for overhead costs.
These RVUs are converted to dollars at a rate of about $35 per RVU.
This year, CMS placed all the new genetic codes on the agenda of the public CLFS meeting (July
16, 2012). 31 It entirely excluded from discussion in that meeting whether the codes ought be paid on
that fee schedule or on the Physician Fee Schedule. In the Physician Fee Schedule proposed rule, CMS
explains its strategy. CMS has placed all the genetic codes into the ordinary pipeline for CLFS pricing,
marching through a series of policy-creating events from June to December. Meanwhile, in parallel,
through the Physician Fee Schedule public comment process, Medicare will entertain comments on the
appropriate fee schedule placement for genetic tests from July 6, 2012 through September 4, 2012. If
CMS determines that the codes should be placed on the physician fee schedule, CMS will announce its
decision in the final PFS rule for 2013, which will appear about November 1, 2012.
The College of American Pathologists responded quickly, announcing publicly that it was “hopeful” that
the tests would be placed on the physician fee schedule.32 In comments to CMS on the 2012
rulemaking, the College had criticized Medicare’s delay in placing the tests on the PFS.33 Recognizing (as
we have just seen) that the current regulations are a substantial barrier to payment of genetic tests as
physician services, CMS observed that “if we decide to finalize payment for these new codes under the
PFS, we would consider modifying 415.130 as appropriate to provide for payment to a pathologist for
molecular pathology services.” For example (although CMS does not offer any example of such a
regulatory revision) a category of “molecular pathology services” could be added immediately below the
current pathologist category of “surgical pathology services.” In fact, a reading of both 415.102 and
415.130 indicates that CMS would probably have to also modify the overlying regulation 415.102,
because no party has argued that currently, genetic tests are “ordinarily performed” by a pathologist.
CMS would also be required to distinguish in the regulation between molecular pathology test
performed for infectious disease diagnosis and molecular pathology tests performed on human genes.

CMS generally describes its regulations correctly at pages 213-214, but states that “with regard
to pathology services, [the PFS] pays for both the professional and technical components of the services
of a pathologist as defined in 415.130 including surgical pathology, cytopathology, hematology, certain
blood banking services, clinical consultations, and interpretative laboratory services.” (For clinical
consultations and interpretative laboratory services, CMS pays for the professional service and no
technical service.) I have been puzzled that CMS repeated asks whether genetic tests “ordinarily
require” physician work although the requirement in current regulations for pathology/laboratory tests

is that they “require” physician work. CMS may mean that it views the 415.130 regulation for
pathologists as subordinate to the 415.102 regulation. However, because CMS makes 415.130
subordinate to 415.102, it would have to establish that genetic tests “ordinarily require performance”
by a physician before adding a category of genetic tests to 415.130.
Comment on the option of placing genetic tests on one fee schedule or another will no doubt be
animated. Public comments will be available on the CMS website by September 2012; many
associations submit comments only near the comment deadline and in recent years and has taken CMS
up to a few weeks to post the comments after that.
For the first time, CMS made a number of concrete policy statements regarding the placement
of genetic tests. In response to the hypothesis that some genomic tests might be PFS tests and some
might be CLFS tests, CMS states that it will price all the codes on a single fee schedule. “After meeting
with stakeholders and reviewing each CPT code, we believe that there is little variation in the laboratory
methodologies, as all of them employ gene sequencing processes.” CMS later restates this as reflecting
“the homogeneity of the laboratory methodologies behind the laboratory test codes.” CMS states
concerns that the two fee schedules vary so much in administrative pricing methodology that there may
be growing incentives (of unstated direction) to choose certain lab tests over another if different tests
are scattered to different fee schedules.
CMS does not discuss the remarkable and even unprecedented event that the lab tests would
be lifted out of one class of healthcare service and dropped into another simply by the creation of new
administrative codes to represent them, although some public commentators are likely to note this.
CMS also does not mention that the result of the fee schedule move would (equally remarkably) place
infectious disease gene sequencing tests on a completely different pricing basis that human gene
sequencing tests, although both could be run on virtually the same equipment and by the same PhD
laboratory staff. CMS does note that many genetic tests yield relatively simple and often normal
results, and thus do not require an elaborate “interpretation.” A personal judgment rendered in an
individualized narrative analysis and interpretation is usually the physician’s entry point to the
interpretation of a test, whether an MRI or a pathology test.
Assuming that the tests are ultimately priced on the CLFS, such tests can be priced by “crosswalking” or “gap-filling.” CMS uses the gap-filling methodology very rarely, sometimes not using it at all
for several years in a row. In the past, my observation has been that the gap-filling method has been
resorted to only when there is substantial variance among stakeholders as to the correct crosswalk and
CMS is unable to find a bright line that distinguishes the correct stakeholders from the others. In the
gap-filling methodology, CMS solicits payment estimates from its contractors for the lab tests for one
calendar year, at the end of which it sets permanent prices for the lab tests at the medium of its
contractors’ prices.34
CMS found numerous and substantial problems with the RVU valuation of genetic tests, and
presents its concerns to the public in an unguarded way. It is commonly understood that RVUs are set
by a combination of physician time, practice expense costs, and malpractice costs. (The latter are

usually only 2-3% of CMS fees.)35 Somewhat paradoxically, while CMS states early in its discussion that
all tests should appear on one fee schedule due to the methodologic homogeneity of genetic tests, the
agency turns about and states in its discussion of the submitted AMA RVU valuations that “molecular
pathology tests can be furnished in laboratories of different types and sizes (for example, a large
commercial laboratory or a pathologist’s office) and tests may be furnished in small or in large
batches….CAP and the AMA RUC made assumptions about the typical laboratory setting and batch size
to determine the typical practice expense inputs. Given that many of these services are furnished by
private laboratories, providing recommendations on the typical inputs was challenging.” What CMS
means is that the AMA RUC is designed to price physician services best in a traditional “Norman
Rockwell” doctor’s office, with easily assessed rent, staff time, overhead costs, physician time, and
minor pieces of capital equipment. In contrast, genomics may increasingly be performed either by
automated advanced desktop machines,36 on the one hand, or at huge centralized facilities more akin to
a Google server farm than Dr. Welby’s office. In addition, the AMA RUC panel is grounded in the
fundamental principle that physicians of various groups can sit around a table and make reasonable
comments on each other’s services, such as a 30 minute office surgery in one case, or a 40 minute office
visit in another. It is doubtful that the non-pathologist members of the RUC (which means virtually all
of them) had even the faintest idea what complex and convoluted new-generation genomic technology
and equipment they were endorsing as to-the-penny correct values.
CMS saw a second barrier to use of the RVU valuations. CMS would need to calculate to the
penny the impact of moving the tests to the RVU system, due to global price-setting constraints.37 CMS
states that it has no accurate way to determine the current number of tests for the 100-odd genetic
tests, and this would be disruptive to the allocated balance amongst all physician services within the
RVU pricing system. CMS sums up these concerns by stating they are so severe, that “if” CMS placed
the tests on the PFS, CMS would make them all contractor-priced tests. (Of course, as contractor priced
PFS tests, they would still have exactly the same impact on SGR calculations). This proposal to make the
tests PFS-based, contractor-priced tests should not be confused with the gap-fill process for the CLFS.
When a Clinical Laboratory Fee Schedule test is put into the gapfill process, it is for one year, and a fixed
administrative median price results. In the PFS system, genetic tests would remain on the contractorpriced list forever, or until CMS was able to resolve all of the the daunting number of issues for practice
expense “by the penny” bottom-up pricing to create final, meticulously detailed RVU tables.

3. RVUs for Genomic Tests: What hath the RUC wrought?
For the first time since it obtained RUC RVU values for genetic tests in the spring of 2011, CMS
published the values, as CAP and the AMA had been asking it to do. CMS did not, however, publish the
paragraph-long verbal vignettes on which the pricing cases were based. The valuations are now subject
to public review, and show a strange collision between the actual dynamics of genomic laboratories and
the doctor’s office assumptions on which RVU valuations are based.
Within the PFS rule itself, CMS published the RUC’s valuation for physician interpretation fees
for the genetic tests, which ranged in time from 7 to 80 minutes, with a median intra-service time of 18
minutes per CMS. RVU values ranged from 0.13 to 2.35, with a median value of .45 (an RVU currently
pays about $35). CMS notes that the RUC’s new proposed median value of .45 is higher than the
existing value for 83912 of 0.37. However, this observation the raw median (each test assigned equal
value) of the new numbers with the value of the current interpretation, so the comparison is not
necessarily valid. The average RVU under the new numbers could be the same or less than .37,
depending on the volume distribution of tests at different per test values.
Of more interest, against the possibility that all the codes might be moved entirely to the PFS,
CMS published a table of values for the technical components of the genomic tests themselves. In
2011, there was speculation that PFS RVU values might be lower than CLFS values under code stacking
methods. It is not clear that is the case, although it could be. We should note that CMS published RUC
tables for raw practice expense inputs, which are in “dollar” values, but CMS would only pay for the
tests in RVUs after the sharp downward blow of budget neutrality discounts and the slight upward draft
of indirect practice expense.38 That said, the raw RUC values for clinical labor, capital equipment, and
supplies are worth examining. What exactly happened when the RUC attempted to squeeze genomic
tests into the RVU model?
There are four tables on the CMS CY2013 RVU website:


A summary table of “recommended clinical labor costs”, “recommended supply costs”, and
“recommended equipment costs.”



A table of clinical labor inputs by minutes



A table of capital equipment, including capital cost, lifetime in years, and minutes per test



A table of chemistry and other disposable supplies

The summary table includes summary dollar values and a full-sum value. While some tests have no
values at all (every column is zero; BRCA, 81211) there are dozens of tests (68 of them) which have
Clinical Labor values on the Clinical Labor spreadsheet, but a corresponding zero value for clinical labor
on the summary spreadsheet. This could be a preparation error. In any case, the spreadsheets are
complex. For example, the Capital Equipment spreadsheet has 989 lines and the Supplies spreadsheet
has 3,458 lines.

Again remembering that CMS presents these values in raw practice expense dollars rather than
in the relative prices CMS would actually pay, in the AMA RUC tables total practice expense values range
from $27.30 (81242, FANCC gene) up to $9,395 (81280, Long QT Full Sequence). There are 16 genes
valued at over $1000; 18 genes between $500 and $1000; 27 genes between $250 and $500; and 20
genes between $100 and $250. This leaves 14 genes falling below $100.
In order to make better sense of the pricing range, I picked four representative tests: Long QT
(81280), MSH (81298), BRC-ABL (81206), and KRAS (81275). The pricing breakdown for these tests is:

HCPCS Descriptor
81280 Long qt synd gene full seq
81298 Msh6 gene full seq
81206 Bcr/abl1 gene major bp
81275 Kras gene

Recommended
Recommended
Clinical Labor Recommended
Equipment
Costs
Supply Costs
Costs
$0.00
$9,150.43
$157.53
$0.00
$1,417.67
$28.31
$39.69
$252.09
$19.46
$0.00
$67.10
$2.77

Recommended
Total Direct
Input Costs
$9,395.35
$1,496.92
$350.92
$87.52

(As noted earlier, all of these tests show clinical labor values in the specific clinical labor
spreadsheet, while for three of the tests I picked, the clinical labor is missing in the AMA summary
spreadsheet which I have copied above.)
We can see, in the table just shown, that among practice expense costs, the more expensive
tests are dominated by supply costs. Supply costs in term were primarily sequencing chemistry. The
capital equipment costs were simply negligible, ranging from 2-6% of all practice expense costs:
Supply

Equipment Total

81280

Long qt synd gene full seq

97%

2% $9,395.35

81298

Msh6 gene full seq

95%

2% $1,496.92

81206

Bcr/abl1 gene major bp

72%

6%

$350.92

81275

Kras gene

77%

3%

$87.52

Turning to the AMA RUC clinical labor tables, proposed minutes of lab technician work for the four
representative tests were as follows:

81280
81298
81206
81275

Long qt synd gene full seq
Msh6 gene full seq
Bcr/abl1 gene major bp
Kras gene

MD Minutes
NA
30
15
20

Clin Labor Minutes
199
118
93
44

Technician time is valued at 40-50 cents per minute, and physician time at about 1 RVU ($35) per half
hour, or about $1 per minute.

Showing only those tests that are priced below $1000, those tests are distributed by price as follows:

The distribution in the next figure below shows the full price range, including all tests from $25 to
$10,000:

Tier Two codes are “grab bag” codes that represent different complexities of tests that do not have an
individual CPT code. The distribution for the Tier Two Codes (81400-81400) ranges from $191 to
$9,150 as follows:39
81400

Mopath procedure level 1

81401

Mopath procedure level 2

81402

Mopath procedure level 3

81403

Mopath procedure level 4

81404

Mopath procedure level 5

81405

Mopath procedure level 6

81406

Mopath procedure level 7

81407

Mopath procedure level 8

81408

Mopath procedure level 9

$216
$251
$397
$564
$890
$1,497
$2,396
$4,941
$9,395

MD Minutes
10.00

Staff Minutes
53

Supply Costs
% Supply Cost
$192
85%

% Tech Cost
12%

% MD Cost
4%

15.00

75

$211

20.00

83

$353

79%

14%

6%

85%

10%

28.00

102

5%

$503

85%

9%

30.00

5%

109

$827

90%

6%

3%

30.00

118

$1,418

93%

4%

2%

60.00

129

$2,299

94%

3%

2%

60.00

158

$4,779

96%

2%

1%

80.00

199

$9,150

97%

1%

1%

Although the priced tests have 26 tests with practice expenses below $215, and as low as only $27, the
Tier Two codes have no option to pay less than $216.

4. What conclusions can be drawn?
Taken at face value, current regulations seem to strongly favor placement of genetic tests on the
clinical laboratory fee schedule, since they do not “require” a physician. The end result of genetic
testing is a laboratory result that describes the chemistry found in a test tube: as was stated in the
1980s, “factually reporting laboratory observations” is the end product of clinical chemistry and clinical
laboratory tests. The gene is a chemical, and it reflects the aberration for Huntington’s disease, or it
does not. The equipment and interpretation may be consummately complex, but that does not make
them “the work of a physician.” For example, extraordinarily complex renal dialysis equipment may go
awry, but the most complex electronic circuit board problems or software glitches do not lead the staff
to run for the MD-trained nephrologists. Determining the practical sensitivity of a laboratory technique
to in-dels (insertion-deletions) or calculating the percent sensitivity to a tumor mutation among non
mutant cells is not the intrinsic medical work of a physician per se, such that anyone else doing the
calculations is “impersonating a physician” and ought to be jailed. While genetic tests may “make a
diagnosis” this is a byproduct of the fact that the chemistry of the genetic test is in itself pathognomonic
for a disease in some cases.
However, CMS could alter its current regulations to all genetic tests to be physician laboratory
services, measured and paid in RVUs. As CMS states, it would need to revise its current regulations to
do so. It seems highly unlikely that CMS would do so abruptly in the final rule alone, without allowing
public comment on the form and implications of any particular formula for new regulatory language.
The end product of such rulemaking would be to price genomics by RVUs, based on chemistry,
capital equipment, and clinical labor time. Period. Based on the RVU frameworks released by CMS, the
RVU system seems a poor match for the actual economics of laboratory testing. There is no valuation
whatever for genomics and informatics – these would either be uncompensated at all, or would be
considered part of the “overhead cost” of pathology. But the traditional pathology lab’s overhead cost
is dominated by the space and rent for a room in which to make paraffin blocks and run stains. The
overhead costs of an advanced genomics center, with teams of PhD staff involved in quality control and
informatics services, is vastly higher than that of a paraffin block lab, particularly in a system where
overhead is allocated by minutes of physician time per test. There is no evidence from the RVUs
published so far and the practice expense tables behind them that this is a system accurately molded to
the real costs and value of molecular diagnostics.
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